Long A Words

Circle the words that your teacher reads.

1. cap  cape  cane  can

Preview
Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.

4. mad  mode  made  mud

5. came  come  cave  cane
Circle the words that your teacher reads.

6. wall while wade whale

7. place pace paste past

Write the words that your teacher reads.

____________________

9. ____________________

____________________

10. ____________________
Long A Words

Circle the words that your teacher reads. Recommended words shown.

1. cap    cape    cane    can

4. mad    mode    made    mud

5. **came**    come    cave    cane
Circle the words that your teacher reads.  
Recommended words shown.

6. wall  while  wade  **whale**

7. **place**  pace  paste  past

Write the words that your teacher reads.

________________________

9. **make**

________________________

10. **rake**